welcome

As we complete the celebration of our
150th Anniversary, there is much more to
look forward to. We are embarking upon our
future as Lankenau Medical Center and
continuing our campus transformation,
which will culminate with the opening of
our new Patient Pavilion, allowing us to
realize our vision as a fully integrated
world-class academic medical center.
I am proud and honored to join the ranks
of great leaders of this incredible institution
that serves so many of us so well. Lankenau
was in amazing shape when I arrived – and
my goal is to make it even better.

Join me as I take you on a
tour of our present and future,
which features the largest renovation and
building expansion in Lankenau’s history.
With some projects completed, and others
underway, our campus transformation will
touch you and your family in countless ways.
Thank you for joining us as we unveil the new
Lankenau in the coming pages.
Phil Robinson
President

H

ere at Lankenau, our priority is on integrating
the finest in patient care, education and research.
The result is the very best doctors and nurses

providing you world-class care
and the most advanced medicine in facilities that are
convenient and comfortable for you and your family.

Lankenau’s Comprehensive Breast
Center, opened in May 2010, not only
demonstrates our commitment to state-ofthe-art coordinated care in a comfortable
environment, but further contributes to
our research mission. n We are one of
only 50 cancer centers in the U.S. to be
part of the Community Clinical Oncology
Program as designated by the National
Cancer Institute. This program, among
others, brings the most current clinical trials
to you at Lankenau.

For over 80 years,
the scientists of the Lankenau Institute
for Medical Research (LIMR) have been
giving hope to those suffering with lifethreatening illnesses. Through research
in cancer and cardiovascular disease,
Lankenau has made a number of groundbreaking discoveries and tested new
n

treatments. n To further our commitment
to advanced medical education we
opened the Simulation Center in our
Walter and Leonore Annenberg Center for
Medical Education. n This facility allows
mastery of skills away from the bedside
through the use of virtual learning devices.
Advancements like these are what allow us
to train current and future physicians and
clinicians, taking the lead in defining the
future of medicine.

the most advanced care

In order to respond to critical care
situations, our Cardiothoracic Intensive
Care Unit was completely transformed in
September 2010. Of utmost importance
in this project was to design the safest
and most healing patient environment.
Private rooms, triple the size of previous
rooms, with natural light and space for
family members speed recovery, while
the latest bedside technology and cardiac
monitoring equipment provides the best
in care. n Renovations to our existing Cardiac
Intervention and Electrophysiology Suites
were completed in February 2011. These
suites were designed for physicians to
provide the most advanced care to patients
with complex cardiac issues.

Our all-new
Interventional Gastroenterology Suite includes
the latest imaging systems available on
the market. Lankenau is the single source
in our region for the most advanced and
minimally invasive procedures in this
n

field. n And to make all outpatient
lab work and pre-admission testing a
smoother process for you, registration

and testing services will be combined into
one convenient space — the new Ambulatory
Access Center.

Welcome to the future of Lankenau
Medical Center, and the culmination of our
campus transformation: The Patient Pavilion.
A destination for cardiac care for decades,
Lankenau is acclaimed for its clinical expertise
and comprehensive services including general
cardiology, interventional cardiology,
electrophysiology and cardiovascular surgery.
n Lankenau cardiologists have been true
innovators and educators in the use of the
latest surgical and non-surgical techniques
— including off-pump beating heart bypass
surgery and minimally-invasive robotic
procedures — with the goal of reducing
risk and improving outcomes for patients.
n The new Patient Pavilion will link together
all of the recent improvements made at
Lankenau creating a fully complete
destination in our region for extraordinary
patient care, innovative research and
advanced education. n This incredible
new free-standing facility, planned for
completion in 2013, will be dedicated to
providing a superior experience — particularly
for our cardiovascular patients. n At The
Patient Pavilion, you will have access to our
exceptional physicians and latest technology
in one convenient location — from testing
to procedures. n This means that our
multidisciplinary team of specialists and
staff can more quickly respond to your
needs in the most seamless, coordinated way.
And for inpatients, all rooms will be private
and have been designed for maximum
comfort and efficient care. Overall, our
campus will be easier to reach. Nearly
1,500 new parking spots and restructured
interior roadways will make getting to us
more convenient.

a fully complete destination

the challenges and
opportunities ahead

As we realize our vision for the future of
Lankenau Medical Center, external forces
like the economy, healthcare reform and an
aging population are going to challenge us.
In this industry, you have to reinvent yourself
or be left behind. n The positive economic
impact of our building project on this region
is significant. Most notably: nearly 300
construction sector jobs with an associated
payroll of approximately $100 million were
created for this project; $37 million worth of
materials were purchased within our region;
and 90% of all project materials were made
in the U.S. In addition, nearly 40 full-time,
high-quality jobs will be created for physicians,
nurses and ancillary staff. n I am confident
that our Medical Center will excel because
of the commitment of our caregivers, the
dedication of our administration, and
perhaps most of all, the participation of
you, our community members who have
given Lankenau so much of your time and
treasure. n The Master Facility Project is
made possible because Lankenau and Main
Line Health — under Jack Lynch’s leadership
— have been good stewards of our resources,
which consist in part of transformational
dollars provided by visionary philanthropists.
Continued prudent management of Lankenau’s
assets — in addition to the future philanthropic
participation of our entire community — will
make the culmination of Lankenau’s campus
renaissance a reality. We commit ourselves
to building our future, and look forward
with excitement to the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead.

For information on how you can partner with us
to shape Lankenau’s future, please visit:

www.mainlinehealth.org/lhgiving
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